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ACROSS
1. Popular axe, for short
6. Future brothers
13. It might be picked up at a restaurant
15. Pottery
16. Made some serious changes
17. First sitting president to have his photograph taken
18. Scorpion component
21. In the future
22. Café enhancer
23. Graffiti artist's tools
24. "Prospects on the Rubicon" author
25. Wine casks
26. Rubber gaskets
27. Leaves blank
29. Damage seekers
30. File menu command
32. Garden maze solution
33. Certain lymphocyte
34. Some whiteouts
36. Energy providers
37. They take some time to mature, for short
38. Misfires
39. Slightly off topic
40. R&D?
41. White Stripes drummer White
42. Modern methodology for testing for doping
43. Suburb of Atlanta
44. "Jane ____: A BabyLit Counting Primer"
45. Psychoanalysis topic
46. Like an opossum's tail
47. Tattoo type
48. Most moist
49. Car with a vagina-shaped grille

DOWN
1. Defunct Detroit brewery
2. First word of "Stairway to Heaven"
3. Colonial army member?
4. "Quit standing there"
5. Slightly off topic
6. Wendy's girl's do
7. Only tree in the Monty Python sketch "How to recognise different types of trees from quite a long way away"
8. "Jane ____: A BabyLit Counting Primer"
10. Energy providers
11. Falling apart
12. Debating bodies
13. Rambunctious
14. Rugby player
15. Rude dudes
16. Evil mastermind's home
17. Like an opossum's tail
18. Fictional deli of Phoenix
19. Bug-eyed character?
20. Like wine glasses
21. Compound measurement
22. Like wine glasses
23. Letter man?
24. Alert with the horn
25. Exhausted
26. They take some time to mature, for short
27. Get inundated with flowers?
28. Fictional deli of Phoenix
29. Bug-eyed character?
30. Like wine glasses
31. Compound measurement
32. Letter man?
33. Like wine glasses
34. Alert with the horn
35. Exhausted
36. They take some time to mature, for short
37. Contended
38. Misfires
39. Slightly off topic
40. Fencing material
41. "Venerable" theologian
42. Robert Griffin ____